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ABSTRACT 

 

Seismic performance of nuclear power plants (NPPs) has been typically evaluated using 

frequency domain linear or equivalent linear site response analyses and/or utilizing iterative linear elastic 

seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) simulations. These approaches are convenient and provide 

reasonable results to approximate the actual nonlinear response of soil to the earthquake loadings at small 

to moderate strain levels. However, nonlinear analyses can better simulate the actual nonlinear, cyclic 

behaviour of soils under wide range of shear strains. In this study, the open source Multiphysics Object-

Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) framework developed at Idaho National Laboratory is 

extended, in an application called Multi-hazard Analysis for STOchastic time-DOmaiN phenomena 

(MASTODON), to conduct nonlinear seismic site response and 3-D soil-structure interaction analyses. 

First, simple linear visco-elastic shear beam site response analyses are performed to verify the time 

domain solution scheme implemented in the framework. Second, a nonlinear hysteretic soil material 

model is implemented and utilized in a 3-D nonlinear seismic site response analysis for benchmarking 

purposes. The simulations demonstrate the close agreement between the results calculated using 

MASTODON and those obtained from widely-used site response analysis software. Lastly, the 

performance of MASTODON is evaluated for an idealized 3-D SSI problem. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Evaluation of the performance of nuclear power plant structures during earthquake loading is an 

important step to ensure their safety and serviceability. Numerical modelling of soil-structure interaction 

(SSI) analysis using direct analysis method is one of the tools to evaluate such performance. Finite 

element method (FEM) is an efficient numerical tool by means of which significant aspects of an 

idealized interaction analysis for embedded structures may be considered with a high degree of fidelity on 

theoretical grounds (Bolton Seed and Lysmer 1978). Many laboratory tests and case studies show that 

FEM can provide good estimates for site response (Bolton Seed and Lysmer (1978); Boulanger et al. 

(1999); Nakamura et al. (2010); Clouteau et al. (2012); Olson et al. (2015); Hashash et al. (2015); 

Numanoglu et al. (2017)). A typical SSI model includes the soil layers which are usually non-uniform 

with depth and a structural component which may or may not be embedded into the ground. A 

constitutive model capable of capturing small strain nonlinearity and hysteretic behaviour can be used to 

characterize the soil behaviour under small to large cyclic shear strains in a seismic SSI analysis. 

The Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) (Gaston et al. 2009) is an 

open source, multi-physics finite element analysis (FEA) framework primarily developed by Idaho 
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National Laboratory since 2008. Originally created to speed the development of nuclear energy related 

engineering applications, it has since been applied to many areas of science and engineering including: 

material microstructure evolution, chemistry, geo-mechanics, and superconductivity, each with its own 

application. In this study, the MOOSE FEA framework was extended, in an application called Multi-

hazard Analysis for STOchastic time-DOmaiN phenomena (MASTODON) – (Coleman et al. 2017), to 

solve practical problems including nonlinear seismic site response and soil-structure interaction.  To do 

this: (1) features such as acceleration and displacement boundary conditions as well as solution schemes 

were tested; (2) a nonlinear hysteretic soil material model was implemented; (3) nonlinear seismic site 

response and idealized SSI analyses were conducted. This paper presents the main milestones of the 

extension process and benchmarking studies listed above. 

 

MOOSE TENSOR MECHANICS MODULE EVALUATION 

 

1-D site response analyses can be used to estimate permanent displacements of slopes, retaining 

structures and other constructed facilities. One of the earliest approaches to the dynamic analysis of 

geotechnical systems was the shear beam analysis applied to earth dams by Mononobe et al. (1936). The 

approach has since been verified and extended to cover a variety of conditions. Three-dimensional 

dynamic problems are treated in much the same way as the two-dimensional problems (Kramer 1996). In 

the finite element context, shear-beam simplification can be used to simulate 1-D wave propagation. 

Solving nonlinear seismic site response and SSI related problems by extending the tensor 

mechanics module (Coleman et al. 2017) in MOOSE requires an initial evaluation phase in which the 

functionality of the module’s components relevant to the problem is verified. In this section, such 

verification was done via comparing the results of linear visco-elastic 1-D wave propagation analyses 

using MASTODON and DEEPSOIL (Hashash et al. 2016), a one-dimensional wave propagation analysis 

program that can perform 1-D equivalent linear time domain and frequency domain site response 

analyses, as well as 1-D nonlinear time domain site response analyses with and without excess pore water 

pressure generation and dissipation. The next section presents the evaluation exercise that utilizes a shear 

beam analysis with a non-uniform soil profile using linear elastic material model and viscous damping. 

 

Linear Visco-Elastic Shear Beam Model Development 

 

 A shear beam model composed of 20 brick elements stacked vertically (in z-direction) is 

developed in MOOSE. The dimensions of the model are 1m x 1m x 20m. Linear elastic materials are 

assigned to the model elements with a uniform Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.3, and modulus of elasticity (E) 

linearly increasing with depth from 50,000 to 325,000 kPa, which corresponds to shear wave velocity (Vs) 

increasing from 100 m/s at the top to 250 m/s at the bottom. A density of 2 ton/m3 is assigned to all 

elements.  

The bottom boundary of the soil column is fixed in the vertical direction (z-direction) and one of 

the horizontal directions (y-direction). The base shaking is applied on the bottom boundary along the 

other horizontal direction (x-direction). Periodic boundary conditions are applied along horizontal planes 

(parallel to x-y planes) such that the components (x, y and z) displacements at the nodes of each plane are 

equal.  The baseline-corrected Chi-Chi-1999 motion, record P1116, is applied at the base of the model in 

the x-direction as a prescribed acceleration. Newmark-beta integration parameters, α and β, are set to 0.25 

and 0.5 to avoid numerical damping (Newmark 1959), and since the integration using those parameters is 

unconditionally stable. Rayleigh damping is applied to the system and its mass and stiffness parameters, 

zeta (ζ) and eta (η), are calculated to be 0.000781 and 0.64026, respectively, by considering the natural 

frequency of the shear beam and 5 times that frequency as recommended by Kwok et al. (2007). A 

schematic of the developed model is shown in Figure 1 which also shows the maximum frequencies that 

can propagate in each layer, which is calculated as Vs/4H with H being the thickness of the layer. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the “non-uniform shear beam” model with shear wave velocity and maximum 

frequency profiles. 

 

Linear Visco-Elastic Shear Beam Model Results 

 

Nodal acceleration response spectra and Fourier amplitude spectra resulting from MASTODON 

and DEEPSOIL analyses for locations at top of the shear beam are shown in Figure 2. MASTODON 

results are identical to those of DEEPSOIL in terms of peak ground and spectral accelerations. Some 

slight differences between DEEPSOIL and MASTODON results can be observed when examining the 

Fourier spectra, yet those differences are limited to a narrow range of frequencies (below 0.1 Hz and 

higher than 50 Hz) and are considered minor for the purpose of the analysis. Especially, the high 

frequency content difference is beyond the cut-off frequency and can be attributed to numerical artifacts. 

Thus, tensor mechanics module in MOOSE is capable of computing accelerations for a shear beam model 

and thus of simulating a 1-D seismic site response analysis of a non-uniform profile using a linear elastic 

material model with viscous damping. 

 

   
Figure 2: Non-uniform shear beam models results at surface: (a) acceleration response spectrum, (b) 

Fourier amplitude spectrum 
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NONLINEAR 3-D SOIL CONSTITUTIVE MODEL AND SINGLE ELEMENT TEST 

 

 I-soil (Numanoglu 2017), a piecewise-linearized nonlinear, 3-D soil constitutive model developed 

based on a framework analogous to that developed by Iwan (1967) and Chiang and Beck (1994) is 

implemented in MASTODON. The model consists of multiple nested yield surfaces superimposed to 

capture the nonlinear behavior of the soil in a piecewise linear fashion. Upon un/reloading, the stiffness 

and strength of each nested component are regained. Thus, the Masing type un/reloading rules are 

inherently incorporated. The one-dimensional representation of the model with inherent Masing type 

un/reloading rules and the corresponding monotonic and cyclic response are presented in Figure 3. Three-

dimensional implementation is achieved by utilizing von Mises (independent of effective mean stress) 

and/or Drucker-Prager (effective mean stress dependent) shear yield surfaces in 3-D stress space. The 

model can be used in shear beam type and 3-D nonlinear site response analyses as well as 3-D soil 

structure interaction analyses using multidirectional input motions. The implementation of the model in 

MASTODON includes automatic generation of Darendeli (2001) shear strain – shear strength (backbone) 

curves as well as implied shear strength control procedure adopted from Groholski et al. (2016). 

Reduction factor method, presented in (Phillips and Hashash 2009), is extended to 3-D by Numanoglu et 

al. (2017) and incorporated in I-soil to modify the Masing rules to better represent the hysteretic damping 

for a wide range of shear strains. In addition, the model includes non-associative flow rule to establish 

Rowe (1962) type relation between shear and volumetric response to capture shear induced volumetric 

strains. The current version of the I-soil model implemented within MASTODON uses Masing type 

loading-un/reloading rules and the volumetric behavior is linear elastic. 

 

 
Figure 3: I-soil model details: (a) 1-D representation by springs and sliders; (b) example monotonic and 

cyclic behavior of four nested component model. 

 

 First, an element level test is conducted using a single unit brick element. The backbone curve 

used for the I-soil constitutive model is defined using (Darendeli 2001) normalized modulus reduction 

curves with a unit weight (γ), over-consolidation ration (OCR), lateral earth pressure coefficient at rest 

(K0), and plasticity index (Ip) of 20 KN/m3, 1, 0.4 and 0, respectively. A shear wave velocity (Vs) of 100 

m/sec is used to determine small strain shear modulus. The normalized modulus reduction curve and 

corresponding backbone curve are shown in Figure 4. 

γ

τ

…
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Figure 4: Material dynamic properties: (a) modulus reduction curve, (b) backbone curve 

 

For the element level simulation, 9.81 m/s2 (1g) of gravitational acceleration was activated, and 

the reference pressure was equated to the effective mean stress (σii/3), which is calculated to be ~6 kPa. 

The model is set to be pressure independent. The material was assigned a density of 2 ton/m3. The stresses 

were initialized to K0-conditions. The bottom boundaries of the element are fixed in all 3 directions, x, y 

and z. Periodic boundary conditions were applied on nodes of the same elevation in x, y and z directions. 

Cyclic displacement was applied at the top nodes. Newmark-beta integration parameters, α and β, are set 

to 0.25 and 0.5.  

 Figure 5 compares the nonlinear hysteretic behavior obtained from the GQ/H model in 

DEEPSOIL and the I-soil model in MASTODON. The cyclic responses of the models are very close. The 

slight differences are due to the discrete (piecewise linear) nature of the backbone curve used in 

MASTODON.  

 

   
Figure 5: Cyclic displacement of a single 3-D brick element model: (a) applied top displacement, (b) 

shear stress-strain plot 
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NONLINEAR SEISMIC SITE REPONSE AND SSI ANALYSES 

 

I-soil model can be used to analyse wave propagation in more complex geometries and soil 

conditions. This study utilizes (1) a nonlinear 3-D free-field seismic site response analysis, (2) SSI 

analysis and the results are compared to those obtained from DEEPSOIL (former) and LS-DYNA (latter) 

simulations. 

 

Nonlinear 3-D Free-field Seismic Site Response Model Development 

 

The model developed in MASTODON is composed of 20 layers stacked vertically (in z-

direction). The dimensions of the model are 36m x 36m x 20m (Figure 8). Figure 6 shows the normalized 

modulus reduction curves and the backbone curves used for defining the dynamic soil properties of the 20 

layers. A density of 2 ton/m3 is assigned to all layers. In MASTODON, gravity is activated and stresses 

are initialized to K0-conditions. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on external nodes, along 

external edges of the model, of the same elevation in x, y and z directions. The developed model is shown 

in Figure 8 (the structure is not present in this model).  

 

  
Figure 6: Model dynamic soil properties: (a) normalized modulus reduction curves, (b) backbone curves. 

 

 Newmark-beta integration parameters, α and β, are set to 0.25 and 0.5. Rayleigh damping is 

applied to the system. For this model, the mass and stiffness damping parameters, zeta (ζ) and eta (η), are 

calculated to be 0.000781 and 0.64026 respectively. The same soil profile was utilized in DEEPSOIL to 

conduct a nonlinear 1-D seismic site response using the GQ/H model. 

Finally, the baseline-corrected Chi-Chi-1999 motion, record P1116 (Ancheta et al. 2014), is 

applied as a rigid base motion in x-direction as a prescribed acceleration.   

 

Nonlinear 3-D Free-field Seismic Site Response Model Results 

 

Figure 7 shows the nodal spectral accelerations and Fourier amplitude spectra resulting from 

MASTODON, and DEEPSOIL analyses for nodes at 1 m depth, mid-height and bottom. Two analyses 

have been run: 1) using material backbones defined using 10 points and the original motion of time step 

(dt) of 0.005 sec; 2) using material backbones defined using 100 points and the input motion is zero-

padded to dt of 0.001 sec, corresponding to a sampling rate ten times greater than the maximum 
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frequency considered, 100 Hz, as suggested in (Chopra 2007) and (Phillips et al. 2012). Similar 

recommendations were suggested in (Coleman et al. 2016). For the first analysis, peak ground 

accelerations and spectral accelerations throughout the profile match very well for practical purposes 

except the high frequency content in MASTODON results near 0.02-0.03 sec periods at 10 and 1 m 

depths which also reveals itself in Fourier amplitude spectra. In the second analysis, it is observed that the 

high frequency content at 10 m depth vanished. This resulted in a good agreement between MASTODON 

and DEEPSOIL. 

 

     
Figure 7: Non-uniform free-field models results: acceleration response spectra and Fourier amplitude 

spectra at top, middle and bottom of the model 

 

Nonlinear 3-D SSI Model Development 

 

This numerical model was developed in MASTODON to simulate an idealized 3-D SSI problem, 

where a structure is embedded into a soil, to analyze the response of the soil-structure system to 

earthquake shaking. A similar model was developed and simulated in LS-DYNA. Both MASTODON and 

LS-DYNA analyses use I-soil to characterize the soil behavior. 

The model developed in MASTODON (Figure 8) is similar to the free-field case and is composed 

of 20 layers stacked vertically (z-direction). The dimensions of the model are 20m x 20m x 20m. The 

material definition is the same as described in the free field model, but this time yield surfaces are 

pressure dependent to incorporate the effects of loads induced by the structure and 10 discrete points were 
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used to define the backbone curve in both MASTODON and LS-DYNA. A structure of dimensions 4m x 

4m x 4m is embedded two meters into the top two layers of the soil profile. A density of 8 ton/m3 is 

assigned to the structure. 

The Coyote 1979 motion, record P0154 (Ancheta et al. 2014), is applied at the base of the 

model in the x-direction as a prescribed acceleration. Newmark-beta integration parameters, α and β, are 

set to 0.25 and 0.5. Rayleigh damping is applied to the system. For this model, the mass and stiffness 

damping parameters, zeta (ζ) and eta (η), are calculated to be 0.000781 and 0.64026 respectively, for a 

constant damping of 3% applied to all layers. 

 

 
Figure 8: Geometry of the non-uniform free-field model and the SSI model 

 

Nonlinear 3-D SSI Model Results 

 

Figure 9 demonstrates the reasonable agreement between MASTODON and LS-DYNA results in 

terms of peak ground acceleration and acceleration response spectrum for wide range of periods. 

 

     
Figure 9: Non-uniform soil-structure interaction models results: acceleration response spectra and Fourier 

amplitude spectra at top, and middle of the model 
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For periods below 0.1s, slight differences in the response can be observed particularly for results 

corresponding to 1.5 m below the bottom of the structure. Fourier amplitude spectra also demonstrates 

reasonable agreement and shows slight differences at high frequencies. For all practical purposes, 

MASTODON yields a similar response to LS-DYNA for an idealized soil-structure interaction problem. 

This demonstrates the capability of MASTODON to be utilized in a 3-D SSI analysis using the direct 

solution method. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The MOOSE finite element analysis framework was extended to MASTODON application and 

benchmarked to solve nonlinear seismic site response and idealized soil-structure interaction related 

problems. The process included following steps: (1) a linear visco-elastic wave propagation analysis to 

verify solution scheme, (2) nonlinear soil material model implementation and element scale tests to verify 

the implementation, (3) nonlinear hysteretic soil material model utilization in free-field finite element 

analysis of wave propagation and  benchmarking against widely used – verified 1-D wave propagation 

analysis software, (4) simulation of idealized SSI problem and benchmarking against widely used-verified 

dynamic finite element analysis software.  

 
NOMENCLATURE 

 

ν: Poisson’s ratio 

E: modulus of elasticity 

Vs: shear wave velocity 

α and β: Newmark-beta integration parameters 

ζ: Rayleigh mass damping parameter 

η: Rayleigh stiffness damping parameter 
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